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Lecture 2 
From tree-level to one-loop calculations 
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Rules for building the Lagrangian 
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Feynman rules 

Primitive divergences 

Higher order terms 
Stop at H4 

And hide it in 
physical quantity 



Why do we calculate beyond leading order? 

Scalar pair production in a 2HDM extension of the SM 

Two contributions at the parton level 

Scalar-fermions coupling proportional to the fermion mass – only q=b considered. 

a) Because higher order processes dominate 

b) Because experimental precision force us to improve the calculation’s precision 

Calculate at 1-loop level 



How do we calculate beyond leading order? 
We find a systematic way to hide all infinities and get finite results for the cross 
sections – this is called renormalization 

However, when the process we want to calculate does not exist at tree-level, there 
is no term in the Lagrangian to generate the counterterms. Therefore the sum of 

all the infinities coming from the different diagrams has to cancel. 

We generate the counter-term Lagrangian by 
redefining the fields and couplings in the original 

Lagrangian. We now use this new Lagrangian 
together with a recipe to discard the infinities 

(on-shell, Minimal Subtraction,…). 

So, these lectures do not include learning how to use counter-terms in FeynArts/
FormCalc/LoopTools. 



Tools for calculations beyond leading order 

FeynArts 

FormCalc 

LoopTools 

FeynArts is a Mathematica package for the generation and 
visualization of Feynman diagrams and amplitudes. Its main features 
are: 

    The generation of diagrams is possible at three levels: generic 
fields, classes of fields, or specific particles. 

    The model information is contained in two special files: The 
generic model file defines the representation of the kinematical 
quantities like spinors or vector fields. The classes model file sets 
up the particle content and specifies the actual couplings. Since the 
user can create own model files, the applicability of FeynArts is 
virtually unlimited within perturbative quantum field theory. As 
generic model the Lorentz formalism (Lorentz.gen) and as classes 
model the electroweak Standard Model in several variations 
(SM.mod, SMQCD.mod, SMbgf.mod) and the MSSM (MSSM.mod, 
MSSMQCD.mod) are supplied. 

    In addition to ordinary diagrams, FeynArts can generate counter-
term diagrams and diagrams with placeholders for one-particle 
irreducible vertex functions.  



Tools for calculations beyond leading order 

FeynArts 

FormCalc 

LoopTools 

FormCalc is a Mathematica package for the calculation of tree-level 
and one-loop Feynman diagrams. It reads diagrams generated with 
FeynArts and returns the results in a way well suited for further 
numerical and analytical evaluation. FormCalc can in fact write out a 
complete Fortran subroutine to compute the squared matrix element 
for a given process. In addition to a comprehensive manual, several 
demo calculations are included in the FormCalc distribution, which 
show how the programs are used. 

The following simplifications are performed by FormCalc:  

-indices are contracted as far as possible,  
- fermion traces are evaluated,  
- open fermion chains are simplified using the Dirac equation,  
- colour structures are simplified using the SU(N) algebra,  
-  the tensor reduction is done,  
- the results are partially factored,  
- abbreviations are introduced.  



Tools for calculations beyond leading order 

FeynArts 

FormCalc 

LoopTools 

LoopTools is a package for evaluation of scalar and tensor one-loop 
integrals based on the FF package by G.J. van Oldenborgh. It features 
an easy Fortran, C++, and Mathematica interface to the scalar one-
loop functions of FF and in addition provides the 2-, 3-, and 4-point 
tensor coefficient functions. 

http://www.feynarts.de/ 

The automatic installation script gets you started quickly and easily 

 - Download the shell script FeynInstall [5 kB, MD5: ac79b3a980ec752794804e537dc2da3c]. 
    (Use the right mouse button and "Save Link As...”) 
-  Make it executable with chmod 755 FeynInstall. 
-  Run it in the directory in which you want the packages installed: ./FeynInstall. 
- The script separately prompts you for the installation of FeynArts, FormCalc, and LoopTools. 
-  Finally, it asks whether to include FeynArts and FormCalc in Mathematica's $Path.  
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Do we have to modify these files? 

Generating the Feynman Rules for FeynArts 

Feynman Rules for FeynArts ./lhep -feynarts SEDunbroken.mdl 
model10.mod 
model10.h 
mdl_ini10.F 
model10.gen 

Not a universal rule – tools are updated independently 

subroutine ModelConstIni(teste) 
implicit none 
integer teste 

subroutine ModelVarIni(teste,sqrtS) 
implicit none 
double precision sqrtS 
double precision Alfas 
integer teste  

subroutine ModelConstIni(*) 
implicit none 

subroutine ModelVarIni(sqrtS, *) 
implicit none 
double precision sqrtS 
double precision Alfas 

First we go back to LanHEP to generate the Feynman rules (done) 
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Generating the Feynman Rules for FeynArts 

model10.h 
mdl_ini10.F 

This is a universal rule 

A dir where you put the files you don’t want FeynArts to 
create or files FeynArts will not create 

Include in /………/FeynArts/Model 
model10.mod 
model10.gen 

Include in the G*/Feyn/drivers dir 

run.f and model.h 
model10.h 
mdl_ini10.F 

This is already done 
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Building the Mathematica file        AAAA.m 
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Running the Mathematica file 

Building the Mathematica file        AAAA.m 

math 
<<AAAA.m 
Exit 

Go to AAAA.fortran 
./configure 
make 
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Next file run.F 
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Now we are ready to get results (which we will not!) 

1  Move to the Fortran directory 

2  ./configure 

3  make run.F (the executable file would be created and would be  named run) 
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The 2HDM 

Scalar pair production in a 2HDM extension of the SM 

Two contributions at the parton level 

Scalar-fermions coupling proportional to the fermion mass – only q=b considered. 

Only generic diagrams are shown. 
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The 2HDM 

{F[4,{3}],-F[4,{3}]}  
name = "treebbhh-THDM" 

Building the Mathematica files   
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Changing the model file to include constraints         model_thdm.F 

This variable is measured 
experimentally and can be updated in 

the beginning of the model file.  
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From the data to the plot 


